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The interplay is awesome and we can enjoy lots of shifting moods and exciting soli. It was the start of a long and captivating journey through the
prolific world of the Italian progressive rock, from Formula Tre, The Trip and New Trolls to Nuova Era, La Maschera Di Cera and Pandora, etc.
It is no surprise that their first release would be as strong as a veteran band's at their prime, mostly because they were so. The first thing that called
my attention on STORIA DI UN MINUTO is its eclectism, far broader than other contemporaneous Italian bands such as BANCO or MUSEO.
And Photos Of Ghosts delivers a thrilling acceleration while in Il Banchetto we can enjoy a shift from classical to lush keyboard oriented
symphonic rock in which the harp is subtly blended, concluded with virtuosic Grand piano. Sometimes compared with the early KING
CRIMSON, the group had its own musical personality, with its elegant music. Is Emotional Tattoos good? The musicianship, especially Marco
Sfogli's guitars, Patrick Djivas' nicely fat upfront bass and Di Cioccio's busy driving drumming are never short of superb, and the latter's voice is
confident.

PREMIATA FORNERIA MARCONI (PFM)
Premiata Forneria Marconi PFM biography Formed in Milan, Italy, in 1970 - Still active after many changes and a hiatus between 1987 and 1997
in 2017 The pioneer of Italian Progressive groups, PREMIATA FORNERIA MARCONI PFM for short is one of the leaders of the 70s prog
movement. PFM developed a style which is uniquely Italian while maintaining links with the rest of the prog world. A lyrical, romantic and delicate
music, full of fineness. A great melodic and instrumental richness, somptuous compositions and arrangements. Sometimes compared with the early
KING CRIMSON, the group had its own musical personality, with its elegant music. The instrumentation is superb with fluid guitar, highly original
synthesizer sounds, beautiful violin and flute, and ethereal vocals that are so important to the music, that replacing them with English vocals
becomes a detriment. A must for all prog fans...! King Crimson ex-member Pete Sinfield even contributed with English lyrics to two PFM albums,
and was the support-act with Mel Collins during their first European tour, in mid-1973. Then PFM started to sound more jazzrock inspired, and
on this album from 2005 PFM even presents a blend of rock and opera! It took a few listening sessions before I go tinto this music, but gradually I
started to appreciate PFM their musical adventure. The shorter compositions sound elaborate, featuring compelling sumptuous parts with classical
orchestrations and The Bulgarian Symphony Orchestra , strong vocals loaded with the typical opera pathos and powerful soli on guitar and
keyboards. Some pieces are more mellow or dreamy, like Non Guardarmi warm melancholical vocals, classical guitar and violins and Terra
Madre emotional vocals and sensitive guitar. Remarkable is the track La morte Non Muore: swinging with fiery guitar and a female choir,
reminding me of the musicals Hair and Jesus Christ Superstar. The long final compositions Un Destino Di Rondine just over 11 minutes is my
highlight of this album: compelling and bombastic with intense, almost desperate sounding vocals from Dolce Nera, and a strong build-up tot a
splendid, sumptuous grand finale with howling guitar runs and fluent synthesizer flights. If you are up to this captivating blend of rock and opera, this
is an interesting album to discover from the Classic Italian Prog formation PFM, always in the mood for scouting musical borders. My rating: 3,5
star. Posted Friday, August 17, 2018 Review 1988415 If you are hardly not familiar with PFM this double CD is an excellent introduction to the
highly appreciated Classic Italian prog band. Because it spans the time between 1973 and 1977, PFM released four studio-albums in that era and
were at their artistic pinnacle. This 2-CD also includes additional live material and an unreleased B-side of an UK single. CD 1 focuses on the
albums Photos Of Ghosts 1973 and The World Became The World 1974, the English version of L'Isola Di Niente with additional the previously
unreleased track La Carozza Di Hans B-side of the UK single, this version fails to keep my attention and songs from the live LP Cook aka Live In
The USA from 1975. PFM their music has obvious hints of early King Crimson mainly their debut album. But the inventive arrangements with
captivating musical ideas, the both tasteful as virtuosic work on guitar, keyboards and violin and the shifting moods and changing styles turns PFM
into an unique progrock formation. For example, in River Of Life PFM flowingly changes from classical with flute, acoustic guitar and harpsichord
to mellow symphonic rock with Mellotron and Minimoog. And Photos Of Ghosts delivers a thrilling acceleration while in Il Banchetto we can
enjoy a shift from classical to lush keyboard oriented symphonic rock in which the harp is subtly blended, concluded with virtuosic Grand piano.
The way PFM succeeds to generate excitement and surprise is breathtaking! In the composition The World Became The World I notice a very
delicate mix of Fender Rhodes electric piano and warm vocals, then a sumptuous eruption featuring majestic violin-Mellotron but the fat Minimoog
flights give a special favour to the music. In the live track Four Holes In The Ground the band showcases their heavy side with fiery guitar leads
and use of the wah-wah pedal. But my highlight on CD1 is the long final track Alta Loma Nine Till Five around 15 minutes. It opens with bluesy
guitar and dreamy Mellotron, then the guitar gradually turns into more heavy, the interplay with the Mellotron is awesome. Halfway there's a break
with bass guitar, then a strongly build-up violin solo, now the keyboard support is from the Hammond organ. In the end PFM delivers a grand

finale with catchy violin work, culminating in a version of Rossini's Willem Tell Overture with fat Minimoog runs, goose bumps! CD 2 opens with a
15 minute previously unreleased live version of Is My Face On Straight USA 1974 , the vocals lack a bit power but I am carried away by the
cascades of solos, from flute and guitar with biting wah-wah to accordion, sensational Minimoog and delicate Fender Rhodes electric piano. The
sound is not really optimal but PFM the remastering of the almost 35 years old material is good. The 3 songs of the LP Chocolate Kings from
1975 , immediately you can recognize Bernardo Lanzetti his distinctive, theatrical voice like in Harlequin featuring an exiting break with swirling
violin and PFM their sound has move more towards early Yes Howe and Wakeman sound , especially in From Under. Then 3 live previously non
released tracks from 1976, these sound a bit sloppy but how classy PFM plays like the Fender piano intro in Dove Quando and the violin with
Hammond in Out Of The Roundabout. Finally 3 tracks from the LP Jet Lag from 1977, now PFM their musical direction has moved more
towards jazz-rock, especially in Storia In L. I don't know how many fans are pleased with both PFM their symphonic rock - as the jazzrock
sound. But this double CD delivers a comprehensive view on their era between 1973 and 1977, embellished with interesting live material from
1974 and 1976. Posted Thursday, June 14, 2018 Review 1938945 My review 100 is a celebration with PFM. PFM was my first musical
encounter with Italian progrock, when I stumbled upon the LP The World Became The World in the late Seventies. It was the start of a long and
captivating journey through the prolific world of the Italian progressive rock, from Formula Tre, The Trip and New Trolls to Nuova Era, La
Maschera Di Cera and Pandora, etc. A few years ago a dream came true when PFM visited The Netherlands for a gig. I was blown away by their
skills, variety, inspiration and live sound more powerful and adventurous than the studio versions. And the fact that PFM played all their 'classic'
compositions, including most of the Live In USA tracks, one of my favourite Classic Italian Prog albums. Four Holes In The Ground 7. The
interplay and the rhythm-section are awesome, these are very skillful and creative musicians. Then the music slows down to a dreamy atmosphere
with majestic Mellotron violins, tender vocals and delicate work on the flute. Finally again that swinging rhythm and great interplay, the Minimoog
shines! Just Look Away 8. Then a mellow Hammond organ joins, followe by the sound of the Minimoog and flute. The music turns into a beautiful
ballad, with twanging acoustic guitar and flute, in the end a bombastic eruption in which the flute dominates. There is huge crowd participation,
accompanied by drum beats and then the legendary fat Minimoog synthesizer runs, along vocal harmonies in English. Halfway a mellow part with
wonderful Mellotron violins and then a dynamic rhythm-section and flashy Minimoog flights, culminating in the sumptuous eruption of the The
World Became The World, I am carried away by the fat Moog and glorious Mellotron, this is Prog Heaven. Nine Till Five 4. The interplay is
awesome and we can enjoy lots of shifting moods and exciting soli. Alta Loma Five Till Nine 15. The guitar is accompanied by Mellotron violins, a
compelling combination, emphasizing PFM their variety. Halfway Pagani his violin joins, then great interplay between the guitar, violin and
Minimoog. This culminates into a bombastic grand finale with the catchy William Tell Overture, the swirling violin and Minimoog dominate, goose
bumps! Huge variety from rock and blues to jazz and symphonic , outstanding musicians, awesome soli on a wide range of instruments, exciting
breaks and shifting moods, this is top notch Classic Italian Prog! Posted Sunday, May 13, 2018 Review 1931272 This is the worst record PFM
has put out in their entire career. Electronic, autotuned and un-imagintative. The only song I can enjoy is freedom square. The drums sound like
garbage, I dont know how they managed to make that samples sound that bad in 2017. Got the special edition vinyl as a gift from a fella at Metal
Hammer who had it as a presskit and I confirmed its utter crap. Disgusting Posted Friday, April 13, 2018 Review 1914221 Legendary Italian
proggers Premiata Forneria Marconi P. M need little introduction, the symphonic band delivering three of the defining RPI LP's back in the early
Seventies, and then achieving a commercial momentum once they began offering albums exclusively performed in English in the middle of that
decade. The musicianship, especially Marco Sfogli's guitars, Patrick Djivas' nicely fat upfront bass and Di Cioccio's busy driving drumming are
never short of superb, and the latter's voice is confident. However, despite a few exceptions, the prog-rock sophistication of old has been replaced
by a collection of melodic yet dignified mid-tempo AOR vocal rockers with little traces of proggy soloing mostly only worked into little thirty-odd
second bursts here and there. That's not to say that this is a bad album in any way, just that it's really not what the majority of their fans would have
been looking forward to from a new PFM work although offering both an English version and Italian version is appreciated! While some of the
groovier funky spots try a little desperately to be cool, it sure jumps around in endless different directions and tempo changes in only six minutes,
and there's traces of those chiming guitars, vocal flamboyance and racing darting synth runs of the PFM of old scattered throughout! It's not
surprising to see PFM playing in a mostly fairly straightforward rock manner here, like so many older acts do. Sadly, the album is also overlong at
62 minutes does InsideOut Music put demands on all the artists that sign for them that the music must have enough material to cover a double vinyl
release? Still, it's nice that the band are still active, but perhaps PFM should look to their own past next time for future inspiration on where to take
the band in this modern era. Posted Saturday, November 18, 2017 Review 1824525 PFM? The world monitors their activity for almost half a
century and knows very well that there's PFM where and when there's Franco Mussida. No Mussida means no PFM. Mussida was their creative
driving force for their best decades and wrote most of their best music. Mussida is missing on Emotional Tattoos - and, as a result, PFM is in fact
missing on their newest album... Only one original member participated, the drummer Franz Di Cioccio, and another long surviving since 1973
member, the bassist Patrick Djivas. I don't know who wrote those 11 primitive and musically lightminded songs, but they clearly show that now,
instead of Mussida, the leader of the band is Miss Baker. No matter if she is just a virtual character from long gone 1987, her spirit is still alive,
revived and brought back into activity with the PFM's new release. Only Freedom Square reminds music; the rest is straight FM rock mixed with
straight FM pop slightly camouflaged with prog of moderate quality. What a pity that this album was released under the holy name of Premiata
Forneria Marconi. Posted Tuesday, October 31, 2017 Review 1817761 Since there hasn't been any review of PFM's latest record, I might well
just start with my very first review. I have been a huge fan of PFM ever since I listened to 1972's Per un amico about one and a half years ago. I
wasn't only wonderful 34 minutes spent, but also my entry to the world of RPI. And when I heard that they are going to release a new studio
album this fall, I was a very lucky guy. One thing more before we begin, as an aforementioned big fan of the band liking every record from Storia
'till Jet Lag, Suonare Suonare and Stati di Immaginazione I may just be a little more tolerant than your average RPI fan Premiata Forneria Marconi
is a very strange band, after releasing dozens of albums during the 70s and 80s, just one in the 90s they are a real chameleon in the new millenium,
releasing only two real studio efforts with 2000's Serendipity and 2006's Stati Di Immaginazione and some what I call creative experiments with
their Dracula Album, Mozart Album and that A. Stati was a huge thing, entirely instrumental but as the score can tell you it stands with their best,
so the level of anticipation was high. If you can cope with the first side of 1980's Suonare Suonare and it's fusion of light prog with pop and rock
and some killer chroruses, you'll probably like Emotional Tattoos as well - if you can't well you will probably not rate this among 2017's finest
records. The first two singles available at this moment give a relatively good impression on what is to be expected. Emotional Tattoos is released in
two forms, English and Italian - I never listened to the English Version and probably never will, those vinyl fans out there be warned, only the
orange vinyl is italian. Emotional Tattoos is not as progressive for instance the new Maxophone record, but it's not a simple pop album. The violin
is also very dominant much to the dismay of guitar fans - this being the first PFM record without founding member Franco Mussida and though

Mario Sfolgi plays just fine, he is barely noticable on this album. With Mussida gone, dummer Franz di Cioccio assumes the role of the sole lead
vocalist with is fine from a vocal standpoint - the guy sound great for being 70 - but much less pleasent from a drumming standpoint. Franz is a
very skilled drummer, but he is not a god, he probably can't sing a whole song while playing complicated progdrums. The album would have
definetly benefited of a shorter running time. What all of these tracks have in common are killer choruses, giving me earworm after earworm all
weekend. Is Emotional Tattoos good? Well it depends, I liked it quite a lot, it is not as good as Stati, the classic albums or Suonare Suonare's first
side, but if you can live with the fact, that the band's not that quiet pastoral acoustic band of the first two records and neither the eclectic one of
records three and four and Stati, nor the jazzy one of Jet Lag, you'll find a fine collection of songs with this late years release. Let's hope there will
be future records maybe in the vein of old in the future. It is no surprise that their first release would be as strong as a veteran band's at their prime,
mostly because they were so. The first thing that called my attention on STORIA DI UN MINUTO is its eclectism, far broader than other
contemporaneous Italian bands such as BANCO or MUSEO. They, as usual, syncretizes symphonic classical and traditional Italian music to the
rock context of the 70s, except that they take a step further and also pour in healthy doses of blues and folk, the latter taking the limelight on most
occasions. Also, their vocalist isn't the strongest point, differently from the aforementioned bands. That brings in a vacancy of prominence, solidly
taken by the instruments, which range from heavy synthesizers an innovation for Italian music to pastoral flutes and further beyond. Long, varied
instrumental parts are the norm. While most songs aren't inherently complex, at least on a technical level, the intricate melody and its metamorphic
nature confer a continuous flow of varied influences and sections, all unique to their own, almost in an incoherent fashion. Such as on È Festa,
bringing the hardest rock La Premiata offers that, after dissolving into a jazzy interlude, changes yet again to a folksy recap of the intro. Things of
this nature are common in STORIA and that makes me think the musicians forgot about the quality of bonding musical concepts together, opting
instead to just jam whatever they felt like. Another point that diverges PFM from their contemporaneous counterparts. They're far more dynamic.
Perhaps the first distinguished RPI record, both home and abroad, something that probably has to do with their mildly solid fan base prior to its
release. Nonetheless, PFM's success was a moral victory to all aspiring prog Italians, as they observed a fellow of theirs triumphantly roaring. I can
only imagine what wonders must it have been to finally see prog penetrating in their peninsular homeland as they played PFM's record once and
twice and thrice and so on to capture every nuance and absorb every song at its fullest. To this day, PFM remains as a legend, rightfully so,
because this stuff is, plain and simple, legendary. Posted Monday, August 7, 2017 Review 1769308 Decent music, but the singing ruins it. The
music is actually pretty decent in most places, but the singing RUINS it. Unfortunately, on this album Lanzetti really exaggerates his vibrato at every
turn, making otherwise just-weak vocals now completely unlistenable. Maybe they thought this would differentiate the new electric PFM sound
from the other prog-rock bands, or make PFM sound identifiably Italian, or something, but it just doesn't work. Otherwise, it is the instrumentals
that are worth hearing. But those 4 pieces are pretty-much it. This is on the low end of 2 PA stars. I give it 3. Posted Thursday, March 16, 2017
Review 1702492 A Step Down. To do this, they brought on Bernardo Lanzetti as lead singer. They also went full-tilt electric. The result is a big
shift in their sound, but it is a major step down from the beauty that defined their earlier work. There is by now very little subtlety, and they go for a
louder arena-rock style. They are still writing decent music though. Lanzetti's vocals, however, are really inferior, and to my mind would ruin their
subsequent album Jet Lag. On this album, they were able to rain him in enough to make listening to the singing here passable, but at every turn you
are just waiting for the instrumental passages. After many years, I can hardly sit through this in one go. I give it 6. Posted Thursday, March 16,
2017 Review 1702491.
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Then 3 live previously non released tracks from 1976, these sound a bit sloppy but how classy PFM plays like the Fender piano intro in Dove
Quando and the violin with Hammond in Out Of The Roundabout. Sometimes compared with the early KING CRIMSON, the group had its own
musical personality, with its elegant music. But those 4 pieces are pretty-much it. Just Look Away 8. I wasn't only wonderful 34 minutes spent, but
also my entry to the world of RPI. What all of these tracks have in common are premiata forneria marconi discografia completa torrent choruses,
giving me earworm after earworm all weekend. And Photos Of Ghosts delivers a thrilling acceleration while in Il Banchetto we can enjoy a shift
from classical to lush keyboard oriented symphonic rock in which the harp is subtly blended, concluded with virtuosic Grand piano. Remarkable is
the track La morte Non Muore: swinging with fiery guitar and a female choir, reminding me of the musicals Hair and Jesus Christ Superstar. If you
are up to this captivating blend of rock and opera, this is an interesting album to discover from the Classic Italian Prog formation PFM, always in
the mood for scouting musical borders. Halfway Pagani his violin joins, then great interplay between the guitar, violin and Minimoog. Franz is a
very skilled drummer, but he is not a god, he probably can't sing a whole song while playing complicated progdrums. Another point that diverges
PFM from their contemporaneous counterparts.

Premiata forneria marconi discografia completa torrent - PREMIATA FORNERIA MARCONI (PFM)
A great melodic and instrumental richness, somptuous compositions and arrangements. No matter if she is just a virtual character from long gone
1987, her spirit is still alive, revived and brought back into activity with the PFM's new release. A few years ago a dream came true when PFM
visited The Netherlands for a gig. Posted Sunday, May 13, 2018 Review 1931272 This is the worst record PFM has put out in their entire career.
The sound is not really optimal but PFM the remastering of the almost 35 years old material is good. Halfway Pagani his violin joins, then great
interplay between the guitar, violin and Minimoog. But my highlight on CD1 is the long final track Alta Loma Nine Till Five around 15 minutes.

PREMIATA FORNERIA MARCONI (PFM)
Halfway Pagani his violin joins, then great interplay between the guitar, violin and Minimoog. Only one original member participated, the drummer

Franz Di Cioccio, and another long surviving since 1973 member, the bassist Patrick Djivas. I wasn't only wonderful 34 minutes spent, but also my
entry to the world of RPI.

Posted Thursday, March 16, 2017 Review 1702491. King Crimson ex-member Pete Sinfield even contributed with English lyrics to two PFM
albums, and was the support-act with Mel Collins during their first European tour, in mid-1973. What a pity that this album was released under the
holy name of Premiata Forneria Marconi. Posted Sunday, May 13, 2018 Review 1931272 This is the worst record PFM has put out in their
entire career. Perhaps the first distinguished RPI record, both home and abroad, something that probably has to do with their mildly solid fan base
prior to its release. I wasn't only wonderful 34 minutes spent, but also my entry to the world of RPI. It is no surprise that their first release would
be as strong as a veteran band's at their prime, mostly because they were so. My rating: 3,5 star. Let's hope there will be future records maybe in
the vein of old in the future. There is huge crowd participation, accompanied by drum beats and then the legendary fat Minimoog synthesizer runs,
along vocal harmonies in English. The musicianship, especially Marco Sfogli's guitars, Patrick Djivas' nicely fat upfront bass and Di Cioccio's busy
driving drumming are never short of superb, and the latter's voice is confident.

